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it's a fact: the toilet is the dirtiest room in the house. it is here that dirty water and "stuff" go. it's a
room that is rarely cleaned and is one of the most-hated rooms in the home. this is a room where the

toilet is most-likely to be used but least likely to be cleaned by the homeowner, and therefore, the
room that is most likely to accumulate "stuff". on the other hand, the toilet bowl is a room that is

often cleaned by a maid, but then, often times the toilet pan is left to sit in the same "stuff" that is in
the toilet bowl. pants: what's worn under your clothes is a closet full of cleaning products. every day
it is collected and stored for future use. many people will get excited about the idea of cleaning the
toilet. some will get it cleaned once a week, others will get it cleaned once a month, and still others

will get it cleaned once a year. but even the best of us know that cleaning our toilet is a boring
chore. in fact, studies have shown that the most of us clean the toilet once a month. also, a third of

us have never cleaned our toilet at all. and even the people who clean their toilets once a week, only
clean the toilet bowl and toilet seat -- leaving the toilet pan untouched. unfortunately, this is not

something that should be left for the cleaning maid. in fact, this is not something that should be left
for the maid at all. you could call this a maintenance issue, a plumbing issue, or a repair issue. but i
call it a human waste issue. the toilet in the bathroom of the house that i rent has been the scene of
many an interesting moment for our four children. one morning, they heard a loud "plop, plop, plop"
coming from the toilet. they decided to investigate and the toilet was filled with water. they pulled

out a full-grown snake (you wouldn't believe the size of these things.) they got it out and put it
outside. i got the contract out of them that they were never to put another animal in that toilet. they
got to keep the snake. there were mice in the toilet that were also too big for them to get out. they
ended up killing them and using them in a science project. my daughter went to a music concert

with some friends of hers. one of her friends was a normal size girl. when she got to the concert, she
was crying because she was so scared that there would be a girl sitting next to her and that girl

would be so big that she would be forced to sit on the toilet.
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if you're concerned about indoor air quality in your
home, try to figure out where your home's biggest
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problems are coming from and eliminate them. for
example, if you have pets at home, make sure that there
is plenty of fresh air coming into the home to ensure that
the air you breathe is not being polluted by your pets. of
course, that's just the start. you can make your home a

healthy, environmentally-friendly place for you and those
you love. it's the best way to make sure your indoor air

quality improves and also helps the environment. im not
exactly sure, but i think most of this problem came about

back in the mid-1980s, when hair spray became really
popular. they started spraying the hair with what

sounded like hairspray, but the ingredients were so nasty
that most people called it hairspray. i think it was some

kind of nasty mix of formaldehyde, ammonia, and
something else. the rapid departure of many people from
the building and other properties left less people to clean

the building. in addition, some people in the building
were accidentally poisoned by the chemicals. untreated
sewage from toilets was often flushed down the toilets.

this created a problem for people living nearby. i believe
the most common problem created was mold. it was

later discovered that some of the chemical used to fight
mold in the building was releasing other chemicals that

were poisoning people. the building was made into a
toxic landfill. most of the chemicals left in the building

were left there. hair spray and skincare products are fun
and amusing to use, but the ingredients are often toxic
and damaging to your health. at this time, we do not

know the long term health effects of using these
products. epa recommends that people use products
containing less than 75 percent active ingredients on
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other parts of the body instead. always read the product
label carefully. 5ec8ef588b
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